VAXCYTE INC.
2021 ANNUAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS
JUNE 2, 2021
8:30 A.M. PT / 11:30 A.M. ET
RULES OF CONDUCT
In order to conduct an orderly meeting and give all stockholders an opportunity to
be heard, the following procedures will be observed:
1.

The meeting will follow the schedule set forth on the agenda.

2.

Only stockholders as of the close of business on the record date (April 12,
2021) are entitled to vote at the meeting. Stockholders who have already
voted by proxy do not need to vote at the meeting. Stockholders who have
not voted, or who wish to change their vote, may do so through the virtual
meeting website.

3.

If you wish to ask a question or make a statement about a proposal, please
submit your question or statement through the virtual meeting website (see
lower left corner of the meeting page). During the formal business of the
meeting, questions and statements will be limited to those related to the
proposals being voted on at the meeting; questions and statements of a
general nature will be held until after the formal business of the meeting
has concluded.

4.

Out of consideration for other stockholders, please limit your questions and
comments to one. This will allow every stockholder who wishes to ask a
question or to make a statement an opportunity to do so. Questions from
multiple stockholders on the same topic or that are otherwise related may
be grouped, summarized and answered together.

5.

Questions or statements will not be addressed if they are:
• irrelevant to the business of the company or the conduct of its operations;
• related to pending or threatened litigation;
• derogatory references that are not in good taste;
• substantially repetitious of statements made by other shareholders; or
• discussions related to personal grievances.

6.

Recording the Annual Meeting is prohibited.

